Dance Theme: In Decorations at Mid-Winters
Maynard McKissock and his orchestra played a program of czardas and waltzes, furnish the music at the German midwinter dance tonight at 8:30 in the Student gym. The decorations are under the charge of the German club. This dance will the final activity of the German club.
Our Honor System

The group discussions held several weeks ago on the honor system have shown how students find some of the requirements too exacting. In order to reach the goals of the system, certain allowances have had to be made. The committee wishes to assure all students that the key to honor lies in their hands. This system, though not always easy to follow, is an integral part of campus life and serves to create a sense of responsibility among its members.

Permanent Joint Committee

The joint student-faculty committee is to begin its work next week. This committee was formed to bring before the faculty certain ideas and concerns that arise from student-faculty interactions. The committee has been set up to facilitate communication between students and faculty, and to ensure that the interests of both groups are considered.

Help A Student

The World Student Service Fund, sponsored by the YWCA, began on campus Sunday. This fund is for the aid of students in war-torn countries who want to attend college but cannot, or attend only under the most painful circumstances. The money that we contribute often forget how lucky we are.

Dance Conduct

Now that Madison dances are having an abundance of men again, the students, should take stock of all of our own manners and conduct. As the saying goes, there are certain customs that have been followed in the past which have made for pleasant dances. One of these customs is the introducing of dates. This has been a common complaint among students. Introducing your date is only courteous and while you are introducing don't forget the faculty.

We enjoy having our faculty at our dances and hope that they will feel comfortable enough to come. We wish to prove whether they care to dance, stop and chat with them a minute. Too often the students seem to forget that it is up to them to begin the well known social 'ball' rolling. So the number one rule for a good time to all is don't hang on to your date-the man shortage.

Improvements can be made in serving refreshments and seating arrangements, but each club has been experimenting in this. The dances at Madison are for fun so be considerate and we and our guests will enjoy it more.

What Happened To You

Tuesday was election day—the day on which we had a chance to say who would lead our most important organizations of next year. The seniors and juniors reasoned almost one hundred percent that the sophomores, not quite so well, while too many of the freshmen failed to vote. Why. It is the freshman class of this year, more than any other class, will should be interested in next year's officers. The junior class is out and the senior class is on their way out, and although it is never seen. He's pursued by a wife he's never married and he's stalked by a wife he's never married. It's a very significant part to play in our campus life.

AMONG NEW BOOKS

In this novel, Harrow has deleted in to the love of his home state of Oregon and its neighbor, California. He has brought forth a colorful romance of the days when smug trains barreled down the mountain passes. It is a story of the major events that turned up against every mining claim. Atomic Energy in the Coming Era—David Clat.

The atomic bomb which felt on Hiroshimainned to the world a new era of atomic energy. This event is a prime reason of the atom bomb.

Shi, the president's statement that it is a serious one, and it will be considered. The story of the atom bomb, and its neighbor, California. He has brought forth a colorful romance of the days when smug trains barreled down the mountain passes. The gods of the mountain were ever present, and the world knew the hero in this novel. The gods of the mountain were ever present, and the world knew the hero in this novel.

A bright day is ahead, for our duty, and let our officers be elected by someone else. The story of the atom bomb, and its neighbor, California. He has brought forth a colorful romance of the days when smug trains barreled down the mountain passes.
By PEGGY VAN RIBERT

"After the ball is over"—it is how we begin a discussion in the theme book of a song about nothing. The dance or, in fact, any kind of social occasion can be considered a great time to encourage some very interesting conversations. People come together, and the atmosphere of the dance encourages a free exchange of ideas that can lead to new friendships or strengthen old ones.

At the recent dance at Cornell University, sponsored by the German Club, the atmosphere was one of socializing and learning. The dance featured music by the Cornell Symphony Orchestra, and the guests were treated to a variety of food and drinks, including beer and wine.

One of the highlights of the evening was the presentation of a book to a guest who had been discharged from the Air Corps. The book was a collection of poems written by the guest while he was in the service. The guests were very impressed with the book, and the presentation was a moving tribute to the guest's service.

Another highlight of the evening was the performance of the Cornell University Marching Band. The band played a variety of popular songs, including "Take Me Out to the Ball Game," "The Star-Spangled Banner," and "The William Tell Overture." The performance was a great success, and the guests were thoroughly entertained.

In conclusion, the dance was a wonderful opportunity for the guests to socialize and enjoy themselves. The atmosphere was one of fun and excitement, and the guests left with many fond memories of the evening.

Morgan Is Delegate To Cornell Meeting

Jane Morgan attended a conference sponsored by the American Home Economics Association at Cornell University. The conference was held on Wednesday, October 2, and the topic was "Home Economics in the 1970's." Morgan made a presentation on "The Future of Home Economics Education," and her paper was well received by the audience.

Morgan is a member of the Cornell University Home Economics Club, and she is currently serving as the club's president. She is also a member of the American Home Economics Association, and she plans to continue her involvement in the profession after graduation.

In addition to her academic work, Morgan is also involved in community service. She is a volunteer at the local food bank and a tutor at a local high school. She believes that it is important to give back to the community and to help those in need.

Morgan's presentation at the conference was well-received, and she received positive feedback from her peers. She is excited to continue her involvement in the profession and to contribute to the future of home economics education.

Chappell, Before Play Duo

Vocal soloists in the student recital held Wednesday afternoon were Jennifer Chappell and Catherine Bittie. The recital featured a variety of music, including classical, jazz, and popular songs.

Chappell, a senior majoring in music, is a member of the Cornell University Choral Society and the Cornell University Glee Club. She has performed in numerous recitals and concerts, and she has been featured as a soloist in several performances.

Bittie, a sophomore majoring in theater arts, is also a member of the Cornell University Choral Society and the Cornell University Glee Club. She has performed in numerous recitals and concerts, and she has been featured as a soloist in several performances.

The audience was thoroughly entertained by the duo's performance, and they received a standing ovation at the end of the recital.

She says she was... (Continued from Page 1)

"I feel that my role as a delegate is to represent the interests of my state, and to promote the interests of Cornell. I believe that it is important to have a strong presence at these conferences, and to make sure that the voices of Cornell students are heard."
Round The Disc
By Frances Connock

The now famous "Nancy," which Frank Sinatra sang in the movie "From Here to Eternity," is the "little daughter," is again available. In the song he refers to her constantly as "Nancy with the loopy face."

The orchestra is directed by Axel Stordahl. Sinatra's "Cupid's String" is on the back. Incidentally, the first time Frank sang this was to a wounded soldier in Africa as an aviation transportation hostess. As it turned out this soldier had been a cavalry friend in "the days when" that time. Since that time, it's been included in every G. I. show in which he has appeared.

Another Sinatra hit is "The House I Live In" from the picture of the same name, which has done much to help that film. This is a simple song telling just what America meant to him. "America, the Beautiful," in which the Ken Lane Sisters join in, composes this record.

Helen Carroll and the Satisfiers, together with Russ Cons and his orchestra, have a fascinating ditty in "Personalize," the thing for no lady to do, without warning, "Madam Never Tell Me," a ditty which would be sailed perfectly for Betty Hutton. Helen turns in quite a creditable performance, however.

"Darlin'," by Lucky Miller, is last. "All the Time" is a smooth, bubbly, harmonizing piece which shows the "Lazy Seveus" up to their best advantage.

As it turned out this soldier had been a cabby friend in "the days when."

Sounding more like Harry James than ever, Larry "All the Time" is a smooth, bubbling, harmonizing piece which shows the "Lazy Seveus" up to their best advantage.

Sustaining the chorus for this kind of effort, in his annual appeal for the cause, the Mississippi and Alabama Governor, the song "I Live In" from the picture of the same name, which has done much to help that film. This is a simple song telling just what America meant to him. "America, the Beautiful," in which the Ken Lane Sisters join in, composes this record.

Mr. Clyde P. Shorts, chairman of the schedule committee, announces the following schedule for the Winter Quarter examinations which will be given March 9 through March 15.

Tuesday, March 12

8:00-9:20—All Sections—Aud.
9:20-11:00—All Sections—Aud.
11:00-12:20—All Sections—Aud.
12:20-2:00—English 132 and Chem. 233—All Sections—Aud.
P. Ed. 203—All Sections—Aud.

Wednesday, March 13

8:00-9:00—Classes that meet for the first time Monday, 8:00 A. M.
9:00-11:00—Classes that meet for the first time Monday, 9:00 A. M.
11:00-1:00—Classes that meet for the first time Monday, 11:00 A. M.
1:00-3:00—Classes that meet for the first time Monday, 1:00 P. M.
3:00-5:00—Classes that meet for the first time Monday, 3:00 P. M.

Thursday, March 14

8:00-9:00—Classes that meet for the first time Monday, 8:00 A. M.
9:00-11:00—Classes that meet for the first time Monday, 9:00 A. M.
11:00-1:00—Classes that meet for the first time Monday, 11:00 A. M.
1:00-3:00—Classes that meet for the first time Monday, 1:00 P. M.
3:00-5:00—Classes that meet for the first time Monday, 3:00 P. M.

Friday, March 15

8:00-9:00—P. E. 132—All Sections—Aud., Psy. 222—All sections—Aud.
9:00-11:00—P. Ed. 262—RG
11:00-1:00—P. Ed. 232—All sections—Aud.
1:00-3:00—English 132—All sections—Aud.

Saturday, March 16

8:00—Spring quarter begins.